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Achieve a healthy smile that makes you feel confident and radiates happiness

Is Crown Lengthening Right for You?
Published: Nov 3, 2013, 17:18Tags: cosmetic gum surgery. crown lengthening. gum surgery
The root and the crown are two major parts of a tooth.The root lies beneath the gums and anchors the tooth intothe bone_ The crown is the visible part of a tooth that liesabove the gums. When a new restoration is placed, theremust be sufficient crown structure to attach therestoration.
In some instances tooth structure is lost because ofdecay or trauma. When this situation arises CrownLengthening can successfully expose more of the toothwhich will result in a stronger final restoration.Crown Lengthening is generally performed byPeriodontists. There are three important factors that willdetermine the success of a Crown Lengtheningprocedure. They are Crown-To-Root Ratio, FerruleEffect, and Biological Width.
Because the root supports the tooth within the bone, it should be longer than the crown. Theratio that measures the crown length versus the root length is called The Crown-To-RootRatio.
It is important to preserve as much healthy natural structure around the tooth as possiblewhile prepping it to achieve a Ferrule Effect. This strengthens and stabilizes the tooth andhelps to prevent future fractures. A tooth that is prepared in this way with a strong centre willresult in a longer lasting restoration.
The Biological Width is defined as. The space between the base of the sulcus (the areabetween the tooth and surrounding tissue) and the alveolar crest (the top portion of the bonethat holds the tooth in its socket.)" An appropriate Biological Width is approximately 2mm. Ifthe Biological Width is disproportioned it can make the tooth difficult to clean and jeopardizethe long term success of the restoration.
Wth these factors in mind. the Periodontist will make a small incision on the gum tissue toallow him to access and remove a small amount of tissue and if necessary bone to exposemore of the tooth. When enough of the crown is exposed, the Periodontist will close thetissue with sutures. The sutures will remain until the tissue has sufficiently healed. The toothcan then be prepped for the final restoration.
Crown Lengthening is also used in Cosmetic Dentistry. For patients who are unhappy withthe shape and length of their teeth Crown Lengthening is an option to provide a more idealsmile.
Complications following Crown Lengthening are rare and can be prevented by carefullyfollowing the post-surgical instructions given.
Contact a Coquitlam periodontist about  crown lengthening
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